
AN ANALYSIS OF THE UNITED STATES EXPANSIONISM IN MANY WAYS

A CONTINUATION OF PAST EXPANSIONISM

is not a â€œstoryâ€• strung together from document analysis, evident in the Pan American Conference, the United
States expansionism was actually a departure from past foreign policy only to a small extent and a continuation of past
ways to a large Although different in militaristic approaches from earlier time periods, the .

At the turn of the century, Isolationism took a back seat to expansionism, which had now arrived in full force.
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the United States expansionism can be characterized as both continuations and departures from past practices.
He attended Yale, receiving a B. In a smaller scenario of oppositions, like at the Chicago Liberty Meeting in
April , organized to protest U. In , â€¦show more contentâ€¦ When Americans started to expand its territory,
they didn't look after Native Americans and ignored them. With exploring the newfound land of America, the
concept of "Manifest Destiny" emerged. Both concepts differ from each other to some extent how the territory
was gained, where the new territory was located , but for the most part the two periods are very similar to each
other. For instance, when America was expanding, it had no problems with admitting the new territories as
states because the inhabitants were already Americans wandering westward. The expansionism and
encroachment forced by capitalists can ultimately be categorized as oppression and white superiority, as it
resulted in the deterioration of culture, natural rights, and mental stability for the Native Americans. Major
imperialistic themes found in Avatar , which greatly influences the narrative of the film, are industrialization,
expansionism, and racism, or in the film's case, speciesism, coupled with Social Darwinism. Imperial tensions
also added to the friction in 20th century Europe and these three factors all contributed to Great War beginning
in July  It made the acquisition of foreign lands not only possible, but socially acceptable. Not only that, US
started looking outside of the nation and the era of imperialism began with the reinforcement of expansionism.
However, the means by which America grained new lands drastically changed from a non-aggressive fashion
in the beginning to an extremely aggressive one towards the end. Most people in America saw the
expansionism as a great thing, but some disagreed, and expansionism did have downsides. Bidwell, which
identified that granting citizenship to inhabitants of territories outside the continental U. The anti-imperialist
movement opposed the notion of expansionism in the east pacific. Industrialization creates a need for the
attainment of resources to allow continued industrial production. While the U. The American response was
thus a merely defensive reaction.


